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Abstract

This research aims to describe individu’s mental health when he/she leaved die by people’s closest. Sense of loneliness, frustration, displacement have been depicted within Norwegian Wood Novel by Haruki Murakami. Within this novel also shown sexuality that wrapped by feminism, and it’s an interpretation of human life. This research is a descriptive qualitative research that uses theory of psychological approach. The researcher uses novel Norwegian Wood by Haruki Murakami works as a data source. This research shows that the feeling’s Watanabe at the time to feel confusion about everything that he is not understood it. Preceded by no reportedly Naoko at one day after they making love, then Watanabe search Naoko in her apartement. It turns out Naoko go home to their area which they came from, namely Kobe. Then, Watanabe repeatedly sent a letter of Naoko, but not replied. Until a few moment later, Naoko reply his letter and she tell that she now reside at a place of psychiatric rehabilitation. Of course clearly how feel who experienced by Watanabe when know it. The girl who loved and has made love at the time, recent she is doing medical treatment to treat the her mental disorder. Watanabe also remember that it was first time the Naoko have sex, after doing it, Naoko crying.

**Keywords:** Norwegian Wood, Mental Development, Psychological Individual Theory.
Abstrak
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